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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we give existence and uniqueness results for solutions of nonlocal bound- 
a~y vector value problems of the form 
x(~)( t l= I ( t ,x ( t ) ,x ' ( t ) , . . . ,x (~- l ) ( t ) ) ,  te [0 ,1  l, 
Z 1 2~ (0) = X/ (0) . . . . .  X (n -2 )  (0) • 0, X (n - l )  (1) ---- [dg (s)] x (n - l )  ( s ) ,  
where n >_ 2, f : [0,1] × (RN1) n ~ R N1 is a Carathdodory function, g : [0,1] ---* R Nz × R gl is a 
Lebesgue measurable N1 x Nl-matrix function and it satisfies g(0) = 0, the integral is in sense of 
Riemann-Stieltjes. The existence of a solutions is proven by the coincidence degree theory. As an 
application, we also give one example to demonstrate our results. © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords - -H igher -order  system, Existence, Uniqueness, Nonlocal boundary value problems, 
Fredholm operator, Coincidence degree. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in the existence of solutions of the following nonlocal boundary vector value 
problems (BVP) 
(t) = f ( t ,x ( t ) ,x ' ( t ) , . . . , x  (~-1) ( t ) ) ,  t e [0,1], (1.1) x(n) 
x (o) = x' (0) . . . . .  x(~-~) (0) = o, x ('~-1) (1) = leg (s)] x('~-l) (s), (1.2) 
where n _> 2, f : [0, 1] x (R N1)'~ --* R gl is a Carathdodory function, g : [0, 1] -~ R NIx Rm is a 
Lebesgue measurable N1 x Nl -matr ix  function and it satisfies g(0) = 0, the integral is in sense 
of Riemann-Stieltjes. 
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Recently, Karakostas and Tsamatos (see [1]) consider the existence of solutions for the 
BVP (1.1),(1.2) by using the Leray-Schauder continuation theorem. However, the existence 
results in [1] mainly depend upon a restrictive condition, i.e., the unity is not in the point spec- 
trum of matrix g (1), or det (g (1) - EN~ x Na) ~ O. It was a critical condition in order to guarantee 
existence of solutions. It is, therefore, natural to ask whether similar existence results can be 
obtained if det(g(1) - ENI×N1) = 0. So, in this paper, we will derive existence results for the 
BVP (1.1),(1.2) when g(1) = EglxN~, which is of particular mathematical interest and gives a 
partial answer to the questions tated above. The key tool in our approach is based upon the 
coincidence degree theory of Mawhin [2,3]. 
We remark that nonlocal boundary value problems were considered in the early 1960s by 
Bitsadze [4] and later on by Bitsadze and Samarskii [5] and Ii'in and Moiseev [6]. Recently, there 
were a number of studies concerned with the existence of solutions to nonlocal boundary value 
problems, see for example [7-9] and references therein. 
Now, we will briefly recall some notation and an abstract existences result. 
Let Y, Z be real Banach spaces, L : dom L C Y --* Z be a Fredholm map of index zero and 
P : Y --* Y, Q : Z --* Z be continuous projectors, such that ImP = KerL, KerQ = ImL, and 
Y = KerL $ KerP,  Z -- ImL @ ImQ. It follows that LldomLnKerP : domL fl KerP  --* ImL is 
invertible. We denote the inverse of that map by Kp. If ~2 is an open bounded subset of Y, such 
that dom L M f~ # ¢, the map N : Y --* Z will be called L-compact on ~ if Q,N(~) is bounded 
and Kp(I - Q)N : ~ --* Y is compact. 
The theorem we use is [2, Theorem 2.4] (or see [3, Theorem IV.13]). 
THEOREM A. Let L be a F~edholm operator of index zero and let N be L-compact on (2. Assume 
that the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) Lx # ANz, for every (x, A) e [(dom L \ Ker L N Off)] x (0,1). 
(ii) Nx ~ Im L, for every x E Ker L fq 0fL 
(iii) deg(QNlKerL, f~ fl KerL, 0) # 0, where Q : Z --* Z is a projection as above with ImL = 
Ker Q. 
Then, the equation Lx = Nx  has at least one solution in dora L N ~. 
Throughout this paper, the function h : [0,1] × (R N~)n __. RN1 is a Carath@odory function 
which means 
(i) h(t, .) is continuous on (RN1) '~, for a.e., t E [0, 1], 
(ii) h(-, x) is Lebesgue measurable on [0,1], for each x E (R Na)'~, 
(iii) for each p > 0, there exists an hp E Lx([0, 1],RN~), such 
Ih~(t,x) l<(hp)i(t) ,  fora.e., re [0 ,1 ] ,  Ilxll<P, and i= l , . . . ,n .  
As usual, the notation we will use herein is mostly standard. We denote the N1 x N1 identity 
matrix by EN~ × g~, the Banach space of all constant square matrices of order N by MNI xNa with 
the norm 
IIBII = max Ib , l. l<i,j<N1 
For a = (a l , . . .  ,aN1) -r E R N1, define 
l<i<N~ 
The corresponding L 1-  norm in LI([0, 1], R N1 ) is defined by 
= max Ix,(t)l dr. II ll  1<,<N1 
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For x E C~-1([0, 1],RN1), we use the norm 
[Ix H =max {l[x(t)[Ioo,[[x'(t)l[oo,..., ix (~-1) (t) o~}' 
where []x[[oo = maxl_<i_<gl supte[0,1 ] [xi(t)[. We also use the Sobolev space Wn'l(0,1) defined 
by W'~'I(0,1) = {x : [0,1] ~ RN'Ix(J)(O < j < n -- 1) are absolutely continuous on [0,1] 
with x ('~) C LI[0,1]} with its usual norm. 
Furthermore, in this paper, we always assume the following: 
g (1) = Eg~xgl  and det g (s) ds ¢ O. (H) 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we shall prove the existence and uniqueness results for solutions of the 
BVP (1.1),(1.2). 
Let Y = Cn-I([O, 1],RN1), Z = LI([O, 1],RN~). Define L to be the linear operator from 
dom L C Y to Z with 
domL = Ix  e W ~'1 (0, 1): x (0) = x' (0) . . . . .  x (~-2) (0) -- 0, 
x (~-1) (1) = [dg (8)1X (n-l) ($) 
and Lx  = x (~), x E dom L. We define N : Y ~ Z by setting 
Yx : f ( t ,x(t) ,x ' ( t ) , . . . ,x  (n-l) (t)) ,  t e [0,1], 
then, the BVP (1.1),(1.2) can be written 
Lx = Nx .  
LEMMA 2.1. I f  (H) holds, then, L : dom L C Y ~ Z /s  a Fredholm operator of index zero. 
Furthermore, the linear continuous projection operator Q : Z ~ Z can be defined by 
(/o Qy = g (s) ds g (s) y (s) ds, 
and the linear operator KB : Im L ~ dora L A Ker P can be written by 
1 fo K,y  - (,~ _ 1)! (t - s)  ° -1  y (~) ds. 
Also, 
I[KpY[[ -< []Y[[1, for all y C ImL.  
PROOF. It is clear that KerL  = {x E domL : x = ct ~-1, e E R N', t C [0, 1]}. We now show that 
ImL= yaZ:  g (s )y (s )ds=O . (2.1) 
Since the problem 
x(")  = y (2.2)  
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has solution x(t), then, x(O) = x'(O) . . . . .  x (~-2) (0) = O, x (n-l) (1) = f3[dg(s)]x (~-1) (s) if and 
only if 
01 g (S) y (S) US ---- 0. (2.3) 
In fact, if (2.2) has solution x(t), such that x(O) = x'(O) . . . . .  x(~-2)(0) = 0, x(~-1)(1) = 
fJ[dg(s)]x(~-l)(s), then, from (2.2), we have 
and 
~o t• ("-~) (t) = ~('~-~) (o) + y (s) ds, 
~0 
1 
• ("- i )  (1) = [dg (~)] ~(n-~) (~) 
= fol[dg(s)] (x(~-l) (O)-F fo'Y(sl) dsl) • 
=g(1) (x(n-l) (o) + ~lg(s)  ds) - ~lg(s)y(s)  ds 
I 1 
=g (1) ~(n-1) (1) - g (s) y (s) ds. 
In view of condition (H), we obtain 
~o 1 0 ---- g (s) y (s) ds. 
On the other hand, since (2.3) holds, we can set 
t 
1 fo ( t -  ~)"-~ x (t) = ct ~-1 + (n - 1)----~ y (s) ds, 
where c • R g is arbitrary. Hence, x(t) is a solution of (2.2) and x(0) = x'(0) . . . . .  x('~-2)(0) = 
0, x (n-l) (1) -- f l  o [dg(s)]x ('~-1) (s). Therefore, (2.1) holds. 
For y • Z, consider the projection 
--1 1 
Let yl = Y -  Qy, then, yl • ImL  (since flog(s)yl(s)ds = 0). Hence, Z = ImL + R N1, since 
Im L N R NI = {0}. Thus, 
dim Ker L = dimR N~ = codim Im L = N1. 
Hence, L is a Fredholm operator of index zero. 
Let P : Y ~ Y be defined by 
Px  = x (~-1) (0) t "-1.  
Then, the generalized inverse Kp : Im L --~ dom L N Ker P of L can be written by 
Z 1 (t - s) ~-1  y (s) ds.  gpy  - (n - 1)! 
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In fact, for y • Im L, we have 
(LKp) y (t) = [(Kpy) (t)] ('0 = y (t), 
and for x 6 domL N KerP,  since x('~-l)(0) = x(0) = x'(0) . . . . .  x('~-2)(0) = 0, we know 
(KpL) x (t) =Kpx ('0 (t) 
- (n  -1)!  ( t - s )~-Zx  (~) (s) ds 
t n-1 1 i t  
=x("-~) (o) (~ _ 1)-----~,. + (n 2)-------., (t - ~)"-~ ~("-1) (s) d~ 
= 1 (t - s) ~-2 x (~-t) (s) ds 
(,~ - 2)! 
=x  (t). 
This shows Kp = (LldomLnKerP) -1. Furthermore, it is clear that 
Ilgpyll < Liylll, for ~i  y e ImL. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. i 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (H) hold. Let f : [0, 1] x R N1 --~ R gl be a Carathdodory function, and 
assume the following. 
(H1) There exist functions ai(i = 1, 2, . . .  ,n), r 6 LI([0, 1], R), such that, for all yi • RN~(i = 
1,2 , . . . ,n ) ,  t • [o, 1] 
Ill (t, y~,. . . ,  y-)ll -< ~ ~ (t) liy, tl +"  (t). (2.4) 
i=1 
(H2) There exists a constant M > 0 such that, for x • domL, if there exist some io • 
{1, 2 , . . . ,  Y l},  such that Ix~:-l)(t)l > M, for aU t e [0, 1], then, 
g(s) f s ,x (s ) ,x ' ( s ) , . . . , x  (n-1)(s) ds¢O.  (2.5) 
(H3) There exists a constant M* > O, such that, for any c = ( cl , . . . , cg~ )T • RN~ , /f l lcl I > M*, 
then, either 
( /1 ) - -1 /1  ( 
c x .  g (s) ds • g (8) f S, CS n- l ,  (c8n--1)',..., (as n-l) (n--l)) ds < O, (2.6) 
or 
1 -1  1 
Then, the B VP (1.1), (1.2) has at least one soluUon x 6 Cn-1 ([0,1], R N~ ), provided 
1 Ila, lll < ~- 
i=1 
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PROOF. Set 
fll -- {x • domL \ KerL : Lx = ANx, for some A • [0, 1]}. 
Then, for x • ~ l ,Lx  = ANx, so A ¢ 0, and Nx • ImL = KerQ. Therefore, 
/o ( ) g(s) f s,x(s),x'(s),...,x (n-1)(s) ds=O. 
By (H2), there exists ti • [0,1], such that [x}~-l)(t,)l < M, for all i e {1,2,...,N1}. Since 
xl~-l)(0) xl ~-1) (t i)-f~' x~)(t) dt, this implies Ix~ ~-1) (0)l < M+ f~ Ix~ n) (t)l dt < M+ IIx (~)111, 
and thus, 
X (n-l) (0) _< M+ x (=) 1" (2.8) 
Again, 
i t " )  1 = IILxlh _< IN=Il l-  (2.9) 
Hence, from (2.8),(2.9), we obtain 
x (~-1) (0) -< M + I]Yxlll. (2.10) 
Also, for x • ill, x • domL \ KerL, then, (I - P)x • domL n KerP, LPx = 0. Applying 
Lemma 2.1, we have 
I I ( I -  P)xll = I IKpL(I -  P)xl] <_ I I L ( I -  P)xlI1 = IlLxlll <_ I INxll l -  (2.11) 
From (2.10),(2.11), we obtain 
I]xll < IIPxll + I I (Z-  P ) i l l  = x ("-1) (0) + I I (Z-  P ) i l l  _< 2 IINxlI1 + M. 
In view of (2.4) and (2.12), we have 
Ilxll _<2 I1~1111 II=lt~ + Y~ I1~11~ + I1~111 + M 
i=2 
] _<2 Rill1 IlxlI + Ilrlh + M, 
which implies 
Therefore, ~tl is bounded. 
Let 
i=1 
~2 = {x e KerL : Nx e ImL}. 
For x C gt2, x c KerL = {x E domL : x = ct'~-l,c • RN1}, and QNx = 0, thus, 
g(s ) I  s, cs "~-1, (cs '~- l ) ' , . . . ,  (cs'~-i) ("-1) ds = O, 
and hence, Ilcll ___ M, Otherwise, if Ilcll > M, from (H~), we obtain 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, ~2 is bounded. 
(2.12) 
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Next, according to Condition (H3), for any c E R N:, if Ilcll > M*, then, either (2.6) or (2.7) 
holds. 
If (2.6) holds, set 
ft3 = {X E KerL:  --A A x + (1 -- A) Qgx = 0, A E [0, 1]}, 
where A : KerL -* ImQ is the linear isomorphism given by A(ct n-i) = c, Vc E R N1 , t E [0, 1]. 
Since any x = cot n- i  E ft3, we see 
( I ' ) ' /0  ( ) ~co=(1-~) .  g(s) ds • g(s)S s, c0s~-l,(cos~-:)' , . . . ,(cos~-:) (~-:) ds. 
If A ---- 1, then, co -- 0. Otherwise, if [[co[[ > M*, in view of (2.6), we have 
(/0 (1- A) c~- g(s)~s • g(s)s C ,~sn-1 , .~s° - :  ' , . . . , . co~- '   ) ~ ~ ~ ds<O, 
which contradicts Ac0 T -Co _> 0. Therefore, £t3 C {x E KerL:  Ilxl[oo < M*} is bounded. 
If (2.7) holds, then, set 
f t3={xeKerL :AAx+(1-A)  Qgx=0,  AE[0,1]} 
(here A is the same as the above definition). Similar to above argument, we see that ft3 is 
bounded too. 
In the following, we shall prove that the all conditions of Theorem A are satisfied. Let ft be 
3 a bounded open subset of Y, such that U~=i ~ c f~. By using the Ascoli-Arzdla theorem, we 
can prove that Kp(I - Q)N:~t ~ Y is compact, hus, N is L-compact on ~. Then, by the above 
argument, we have the following. 
(i) Lx ¢ ANx, for every (x, A) E [(domL \ KerL n Oft)] × (0, 1). 
(ii) Nx ~ Im L, for x E Ker L n Oft. 
At last, we will prove that (iii) of Theorem A is satisfied. Let H(x, A) = +A A x + (1 - A)QNx. 
According to above argument, we know 
H (x, A) ~ 0, for x E Oft n Ker L. 
Thus, by the homotopy property of degree, 
deg (QYlKer L, ~ f] Ker L, 0) -- deg (H (., 0), ft N Ker L, 0) 
= deg (H (., 1), ft N Ker L, 0) 
= deg (±A, ft N Ker L, 0) ~ 0. 
By Theorem A, Lx = Nx has at least one solution in domL N ~, so that the BVP (1.1),(1.2) 
has a solution in C ( '- i)  ([0, 1], R g:). This completes the proof. | 
In the following, under stronger hypotheses than before, we are able to prove uniqueness of 
solutions to the BVP (1.1),(1.2). 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that the conditions (Hi) and (1-12) in Theorem 2.1 are replaced by the 
[ollowing conditions, respectively: 
(Hi) There exists functions ai (i -= 1,2,... ,n) E Li([0, 1],R), such that, for a11 yi,zi E R N: 
(i = 1,2, . . . ,n) ,  t E [0,1], 
I I f  (t, Yl,  . . .  ,Yn) - f (t, z l , . . . ,  zn)ll < ~a,  (t)IlY, -- z~ll. 
/=1 
(~) For x ~ domL, ir there exist some io e {1,2,. . .  ,N1}, such that Ix~o~-l)(t)l > 0, ~o~ aH 
t E [0, 1], then, 
/o ( ) g(s) f s ,x (s ) ,x ' ( s ) , . . . , x  (n-i)(s) ds¢O. 
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Then, the BVP (1.1),(1.2) has a unique soIution x E Cn-l([0,1], RN1), provided 
1 
~11adll < 5" 
i= l  
PROOF. The existence of a solution of the BVP (1.1),(1.2) follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 
by setting fit) = II:(t,0)N, t e [0, 1]. 
Now,, suppose that xi,x2 E C'~-i([o,1],R N1) are two solutions of the BVP (1.1),(1.2), and 
write • = xi - x2. Then, we get 
. . . .  
I' • (0) = e' (0) . . . . .  e(~-2) (0) = o, e(~-1) (1) = [@ (s)l • ('~-I) (s). (2.14) 
Let Y, Z, Q, P, L be as the proof of Theorem 2.1, and 
Ne(t) = l(t, xl (t), x i ( t ) , . . . ,  z[ '~-~)(t)) - I(t, x2(t), x'2(t),..., x~ '~-l)(t)). 
Now, we claim that 
• (t) _= 0, for t S [0, 1]. 
If not, in view of L4 = N4, we have N4 E ImL = KerQ, and hence, 
/o I - ' - "  ('0 - : (.,... (.) ,,.; (s) , . . . (sO] o. .(.)[:(s,...,(s),...:(,,),...,.. -- 
From (I=I2), there exists t, E [0, 1], such that 2},~-1)(t,) = 0, for all i E {1, 2, . . . ,  Ni}. Yhrthermore, 
_(,~-1) = 4}'~-i) (t~) implies x, (o) - f~' 4~ ~)(t) dt, 
4 <n-l) (0)1 ~ 4(n)11. (2.15) 
Again, 
x(n) 1 = 1154111 -< HN4111" (2.16) 
Hence, from (2.15),(2.16), we obtain 
4 ('-~) (0)] < IIN411~. (2.17) 
Also, because 4 ~ dom L \ Ker L, we know (I - P )2e  dom L n Ker P, and LP~ = O. From 
Lemma 2.1, we have 
I I ( I -  P)411 = I IKpL(I-  P)~II <-I IL( I -  P)411~ = IIL211i <--IIg2lli. (2.18) 
Then, (2.17),(2.18) yield 
11411 < IIP41I + I1( -r - P)4H= :~o-,-1)(o)[ + II(X - P) 41l _< 2 IIN4111- (2.19) 
In view of (fli) and (2.19), we have 
11411 < 2~.  Ila, ilx I1~11 •
i=1  
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By our assumption, the coefficient on the right is less than 1, which is a contradiction. 
• (t) - 0 for t • [0, 1], so that Xl - x2. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Finally, in order to illustrate our result, we consider one example. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the boundary value problems 
x 1 = ~ sinxl (1 + sin2xl + cos~xz)+ 4 '  (i + cos2xi') ,
x~' 1 .  1 1 ( ) 
= ~smx2.2+s in2x~ + x~ 2-I-e -sin2xl , 
o )] 






Let f l  (t, x, x', x") = (1/12) sin Xl(1 + sin 2 x~ + cos 2 x2) + (1/10)x~'(1 + cos 2 x~'), f2(t, x, x', x") = 
1/2 sin x2.  (1/2 + sin 2 x~) + (1/15)x~'(2 + e-  sin2 xl), and (2.21) can be written 
~o 1 x" (1) = [dg (s)]. x" (s). 
Hence, 
g (o) = o, (/o I ) g (1) = E2x2 and det g (s) ds = (e - 2) (2e - 5) # 0, 
1 1 
II/(t,z,y,z)ll <_ ~ Ilzrl + g Ilzll, for all t • [o,1]. 
3 Taking al = 1/4, a 2 = 0, a3 = 1/5, then, ~-'~,=1 lid, Ill = 1/4 + 1/5 < 1/2. Again, 
fo g(s)f(s, x(s), x'(s), x"(s)) ds 
T 
= ( fo l se l -S f l ( s ,x (8 ) ,x l ( s ) ,x" (s ) )ds ,  fo l s2e l - s f2 (s ,x (s ) ,x ' ( s ) ,x" (s ) )ds I  
Now, taking M = 3, for any x E C2([0, 1], R2), we consider two cases. 
CASE (i). Assume Ix~'(t)l > M holds, for any t E [0, 1]. Since x~' is continuous, then, either 
x~'(t) > M or x~'(t) < -M hold, for any t • [0, 1]. If x~'(t) > M holds, for any t • [0, 1], then, 
fo lsel-Sfx (s,x(s), (s), (s)) ds x ! x I! 
= se 1-8 sinxl(s)(l+sin2x~(s)+cos2x2(s))+ x'l'(s)(l+cos2x'l'(s)) ds 
If x~'(t) < -M holds, for any t • [0, 1], then, 
fo lsel-"fl (s,x(s), (s), (s)) d8 9g ! X It 
=- se 1-s sinxl(s)(l+sin2x~(s)+cos2x2(s))+ x~'(s)(l+cos2x~'(s)) ds 
f (1 )  < se l _  s 1 _ - - -~M + ds < O. 
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CASE (ii). Assume Ixg(t)J > M holds, for any t E [0, 1]. Since x~ is continuous, then, either 
x~(t) > M or x'2'(t ) < -M hold, for any t e [0, 1]. If x'~(t) > M holds, for any t e [0,1], then, 
f0 ~ (~,~ (s ) , . '  ( . ) , . "  (s)) ds 82el-S f2 
7o [1 = s2e 1-s sin x2 (s) 2 + sin 2 x i (s) 
/o :> s2e 1-s M - ds > O. 
If x~(t) < -M holds, for any t E [0,1], then, 
f0 1 (~,~ (,), (s), (s)) 82gl--s f2 gC ! X/t ds 
/o [1 1 = s2e 1-~ ~ sin x2 (s) 2 + sin 2 x~ (s) 
/01 <_ s2e 1-8 -- M+ ds < O. 
Hence, in either case, we always have 
1 
fog  (s) f (s, x (s), x' (s), x" (s)) ds • O, 
and Condition (H2) holds. 
Again, taking M* = 5, for any c = (Cl,C2) T e R 2, when ]lc[] > M*, then, either ]lcll = Icl] > 
M* or Ilcll = Ic21 > M*. If Ilcll = Ic1[ > M*, then, Icll > Ic2[ and 
c-,-. ( /~ (s, ,,s)-~../i' ~. (s,, (, as.,., (csr, (~s=),,) ,,8 
el__ ~01 sel_Sf 1 (8,¢82 ' (cs2)l, ({282)//),.as~_.~75C2 Yofl (s, (cs2) ' (cs2) ") ds _ . s2~-~S2 cs ~, , 
2 c 
_ sel_ s Cl - 2 ~ sin (c~s ~) (1 + sin ~ (2CxS) + cos 2 (c~s~)) + (1 + cos ~ (2c~)) ds 
1 f01 ['2- 2 + sin 2 (2cls) T5-2c~( )] 
S2gl_ s C 2 1 + sin (c2s 2) + 2 + e-sina(2cl) ds 
> (.HhH2 UClH) I ~o1 [,ClH 1 ~o 1 • • s2e 1-s ds 
- 4 ~-2  se 1 -sds -  4 2e -5  
_ Ilclll___ ~ IIc~l__J > 0. 
5 2 
If Ilctl = Ic21 > M*, then, Ic21 > Icll and 
Cl fO 1 8el--Sfx (8, C82, (C82) ' (C82) ") C2 fO 1 _ ds+2_TZ_g_5 s2eX,~f2 (s, cs 2, 2 ' 
e -2  
[ _ sel_ s Cl e - 2 ~ sin (c ls  ~) (1 + sin ~ (2cls) + cos ~ (c,s~)) + -g 
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> - - - -  
)] s2e 1-s sin (c2s 2) + ~ 2 + sin 2 (2CLS) + -~ 2 + e-  sin2(2cl) ds 
. - -  • s2e 1-s ds 4 e - 2 se 1-s ds ~- 4 2e - 5 
411c~112 Iic211 
- ->0 .  
15 2 
So, Condition (Ha) holds. Hence, from Theorem 2.1, the BVP (2.20),(2.21) has at least one 
solution x E C2([0, 1], R2). 
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